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1. INTRODUCTION 

Let k be a field and let k(x, y) be a free associative algebra over k in two 
noncommuting variables x and y. Denote by T, the ideal of k(x, y) 
consisting of two-variable polynomial identities satisfied by n x n matrices 
over any infinite field containing k. There is a descending sequence 

As usual, let [u, U] = uu - VU denote the commutator of the two elements u 
and u of k(x, y). It is clear that T, is generated by [x, y]. In this paper we 
exhibit a system of generators of T2 as a two-sided ideal and as a left ideal of 
k(x, y). Our result in particular shows that T, is not a finitely generated 
ideal. This answers a question posed by Procesi in [2, p. 1851 for the case 
n = 2. A problem of similar nature was considered by Razmyslov in [3]. 
He proved that if k is of characteristic zero, then the ideal T, of the free 
associative algebra k(x,, x2 ,...) in infinitely many variables is finitely 
generated as a T-ideal. (A T-ideal of k(x,, x2,...) is an ideal closed under 
endomorphisms of k(x,, x2,... ).) Little is known concerning generators of T, 
with n > 3. 

More precisely, we shall prove 

THEOREM 1. The following elements generate T, as a k(x, y) ideal: 

[xl, y”] [x, xjy”] - [x, y”] [xi, xjyq, [xi, Y”] [x’, Y”] - [xi, y”] [xi, y”], 

lYi,-q[Y,YjXb] - [Y,xa][Yi,y’Xb], [Yi,x”][Y’,Xb] - [y’,xa][yi,xb], 

where i, j, a, b are positive integers. 
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THEOREM 2. As a left ideal in k(x, y), T, is generated by 

WV u][x’, u] - [xj, up, 01, [Yi4[Y’,U]- [y’,u][y’,v], 

where i, j are positive integers and u, v are elements of k(x, y). 

ProoJ This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and the following 
identities which can be verified by straightforward computations: 

([x’,u][xj,Y]-[xj,u][x~,u])x=[xi,u][xj,ux]-[xj,u][x~,ux], 

([xi, u] [xj, v] - [xj, u] [xi, u]) y 

= [xi, u] [x’, uy] - [x’, u] [xi, uy] + u( [xi, v] [xj, y] - [xj, u] [xi, y]) 

- ([xi, uqx’, Y] - [x’, uqxi, Yl), 

and the corresponding formulae with x and y interchanged. Here i, j are 
positive integers and U, u are arbitrary elements in k(x, y). 

Let R, denote the quotient ring k(x, y)/T,. It is called the ring of n x n 
generic matrices over k in two variables. There is a natural bigrading on R, 
by assigning x degree (1,O) and y degree (0, 1). With this bigrading one can 
attach to R, a Poincare series P(R,) in two variables. (See [ 1 ] for more 
detail.) A natural question arises: Is P(R,) a rational function in the two 
variables? Clearly P(R ,) is rational. Formanek et al. showed in [l] that 
P(R,) is also rational. The question remains open for n > 3. The approach of 
[ 1 ] to obtain the rationality of P(R,) is to observe that 

R, r R, 0 T,/T,, 

and analyze T,/T, as a left module over the ring of invariants of 2 X 2 
matrices. In view of this philosophy, it is hoped that the explicit generators 
given in Theorems 1 and 2 will shed some light on the structure of T,/T, 
which will make it possible to find its associated Poincare series and 
determine the rationality of P(R,). 

Theorem 1 will be proved in Sections 2,3 and 4. In the course of our 
proof, an explicit k-basis of k(x, y) modulo T, is derived. This enables us to 
enumerate the Poincare series P(R,) directly. As shown in Section 5, it is a 
rational function. This gives another proof of the rationality of P(R,) from a 
viewpoint different from that of [ 11. 

2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1: FIRST REDUCTION 

We begin by checking that the elements listed in Theorem 1 are in T2. 
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LEMMA 3. Let i, j be two positive integers and u, v be two arbitrary 
elements of k(x, y>. Then 

[x’,u][xj,v]- [x’,u][xi,v] and [yi,u][y’,v]- [y’,u][y’,v] 

both belong to T,. 

ProoJ It suffices to show that the first element lies in T,. Let X and Y be 
two 2 x 2 generic matrices and U (resp., V) be the image of u (resp., v) 
under the specializations x t--+X and y t+ Y. We can write 

Xi = tiX - d,I and Xj = tjX - djI, 

where Z is the 2 x 2 identity matrix and ti, di, tj, dj E k[tr(X), det(X)]. Then 

[Xi, U] [X’, V] - [X’, U] [Xi, V] 

= [tiX-d,Z, U][tjX-d,I, V] - [tjX-d,Z, U][tiX-diZ, V] 

= (ti tj - tjti)[X, U] [X, V] = 0. 

This proves that [xi, u][x’, v] - [x’, u][x’, v] lies in T2. 

To facilitate the proof, we introduce some terminology. A monomial 
yjlxiiyhxh . . . y’n~inyin+l with i,, jz, i, ,..., j,, i, > 0 and j,, j,,+ 1 > 0, is said 
to have x-length n and x-order (i ,,..., i,). We say that a monomial M, has a 
greater x-order than a monomial M, if either 

(i) the x-length of M, is greater than the x-length of M,, or 
(ii) the x-lengths of M, and M, are equal, but the x-order of M, is 

greater than the x-order of M, lexicographically (from left to right). 

Let T2(x) denote the ideal of T, generated by 

[xi, y”] [x, xjy”] - [x, y”] [xi, x$6], 
and 

[xi, Y”] [x’, Y”] - [d Y”] [xi, Y”], i, j, a, b > 0. 

We define y-length, y-order and T,(y) in a similar way. Lemma 3 asserts that 
TAX) + TAY) c Tz. 

Since a monomial xiyaxjybxm can be written as 

[xi, Y=][x,+lyb]Xm + (yaxi+jyb + xiya$-lybX _ y=xi+j-lybX)Xm 

z [x, y”] [xi, Xi-lyb]Xm + (y”xi+jyb + xiyoxj-lybX 

_ yoxi+i- lybX)Xm mod T,(x) 
~ xyaxi+/-lybxm _ yaXi+jybXm _ XYaXj-lybXf+m + yaxyiybxi+m 

+ (yaxi+jyb +xiyaxj-lybX~ yaXi+j-lybX)Xm 
mod T2(x), 
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then modulo T*(x), a monomial of x-length r > 3 and x-order (ii ,..., i,) with 
i, > 1 for some 1 <S < r - 2 can be written as a linear combination of 
monomials of the same y-order but smaller x-order. Iterating the above 
procedure by reducing the x and y-orders of each monomials occurred as far 
as we can, we see that, module T,(x) + T*(y), a polynomial in k(x, y) is a 
linear combination of monomials of type xe(yx)‘“yaxiybxj, ye(~y)m~‘yi~byi, 
where e = 0 or 1, m > 0, a, b, i, j > 0, and monomials with both x and y- 
lengths < 2. Next, since 

xiyaxjyb = [xi, ye] ixJ, yb] + yaxi+Jyb + xiya+bXj _ yaxiybxJ 

E [d, y=] [xi, yb] + y=xi+Jyb + xiy=+bxJ - y”x’ybxJ mod T,(x) 
E XJyaXiyb - xJya +bXi + yaXJybXi + xiya + bxJ - yaxiybxJ mod T,(~), 

thus modulo T,(x), a monomial of type . . . xiyaxiyb with i > j and b > 0 can 
be written as . . . XJy=Xiyb + . . . yoxJybxi _ . . . yaxiybxj + linear combination 
of monomials with smaller y-length and the same x-length. In particular, 
modulo T,(x), a monomial of type . . . yx’y”xjy” with i > j and b > 0 can be 
written as ... yxjy”x’y” + linear combination of monomials with the same x- 
length but smaller y-length. Furthermore, since 

yxoyixbJ,j = y[xa, yi] [xb, yj] + yi+ lXa+byj + yxayi+Jxb - ,l+ixayJxb 

E y[x*, yJ] [xb, yi] + yi+ lXa+byJ + yXayi+JXb 

- Y l+ QY’ib mod T,(Y) 
_ yxayjxbyi _ yltjxa+byi _ yxayjtixb + yj+IX~yiXb + yitlxatbyj 

+ yxayi+jxb _ yl+iXo~xb 
mod T,(Y), 

then modulo T,(y), a monomial of type ..a yx”yixbyj with i > j > 0 can be 
written as e-G yx”y’x”y’ + linear combination of monomials with the same x- 
length but smaller y-length and monomials with smaller x-length and the 
same y-length. Thus proceeding by induction on x-length and y-length, 
among the monomials xe( y~)~y”x’y~xj and y’(xy)“x”y’xbyj modulo 
T,(x) + T,(Y), h w ere e=O or 1, ma0 and e+m >O, we may choose the 
representatives to be those satisfying 0 < a < b and 0 < i < j. Moreover, 
among the monomials modulo T,(x) + T,(y) with both x-length and y-length 
equal to 2, we may choose the representatives to be x”y’x”#, y”xiyb$ with 
O<a~bandi,j>Oandy”xiybxJwitha>b>Oandi>j>O.Wesumup 
the above discussion in 

THEOREM 4. Module T,(x) + T,(y), a polynomial in k(x, y) is a linear 
combination of the following monomials: 
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ye(Xy)mX=y’yiXbyj, Xe(yX)myaXiybXj, where e=Oor l,m>O,e+m> 0, 

O<a(b and O<i<j; 

xayixbyj, yaXiybXi, where O<a<bandi,j>O; 

y uxiy bxj, where a>b>Oandi>j>O; 

xiyaxi, yixayj, xi, yj, where i,a > Oandj>O. 

3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1: SECOND REDUCTION 

In what follows, X and Y will denote two 2 x 2 generic matrices. For each 
integer i > 0, there exist functions fi and di, both polynomials in tr and det, 
such that for any 2 x 2 matrix U, 

U’ = ti(U) U - d,(U)Z. 

More precisely, t, = 0, d, = -1 and, for i > 1, 

t&p + r c..tri-l-Zjdetj, Y cij E k, 
O<j<(i--1)/Z 

di = det . tip,. 

Furthermore, if a matrix U has two distinct characteristic values, say, a and 
/?, then one can show inductively that 

.i-p’ 
fi(u) = ~ 

a-P 
for i> 1. 

The following facts concerning X and Y will be used frequently (cf. Lemma 1 
of [I]): 

(1) tr(X), tr(Y), det(X), det(Y) and tr(XY) are algebraically 
independent over k. 

(2) Z, X, Y, XY are linearly independent over k[tr(X), tr(Y), det(X), 
det(Y), tr(XY)J. 

(3) YX = (tr(XY) - tr(X) tr(Y))Z + tr(Y)X + tr(X) Y - XY. 

We also need 

LEMMA 5. The matrices (XY)‘, (XY)‘X, (YX)‘, (Yx>‘Y, X, Y, I, where 
i, j > 1, are linearly independent over k[tr(X), tr( Y), det(X), det( Y)]. 
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Prooj Suppose that 

: pi(Xy)’ + qi(Xu)‘X t ri(YX)i + Si( Yx)‘Y t PO t qOx + sO y= OY 
i=l 

(4) 

where pi, qi, ri, si E k[tr(X), tr(Y), det(X), det(Y)], is a nontrivial relation. 
Since Z, X and Y are independent over k[tr(X), tr(Y), det(X), det(Y)], we 
may assume that M > 1 and one of pM, q,,,, rM, sM is nonzero. Using the 
functions li and di introduced above, we express (XY)’ as a polynomial in 
tr(XY) with coefficients in S, the free k[tr(X), tr( Y), det(X), det( Y)]-module 
with basis Z, X, Y and XY: 

(Xv)’ = fi(XY)XY - di(XY)Z 

= (tr(XY)‘-’ + c cij tr(XY)‘-‘-“det(XY)‘)XY 
Od 

- det(XY) 
( 
tr(XY)i-2 t x cielj tr(XY)i-2-2j det(XY)’ Z 

04 ) 

= tr(XY)-‘XY - det(XY) tr(XY)‘-*I t polynomial in tr(XY) of 

degree <i - 3 with coeffkients in S. 

Similar computation together with fact (3) yields 

( YX)i = tr(XY)‘-‘(-XY + tr(X) Y + tr( Y)X - tr(XY)Z) 

- tr(XY)-* det(XY)(l + ciI)Z 

t polynomial in tr(XY) of degree <i - 3 with coefficients in S. 

Substituting these expressions for (XY)’ and (YX)i into (4) and using fact (3) 
again, we arrive at 

0 = pM tr(XY)“- ’ XY + (qMtr(XY)M-l + qM-I tr(XY)“-2)X(-XY + tr(X)Y 

+tr(Y)X- tr(XY)Z) t (TMtr(XY)M-’ t T~-~~T(XY)+*)(-XY + tr(X)Y 

+tr(Y)X-tr(XY)Z)+ (sMtr(XY)M-’ +s,- ,tr(XY)“-2)(-XY2+tr(X)Y2 

+tr(Y)XY - tr(XY) Y) + polynomial in tr(XY) 

of degree GM - 2 with coefficients in S. 

Applying fact (2) to the coefficient of tr(XY)“, we obtain 

-qMX-rMZ-ss,Y=O, 
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which implies qM = r, = sM = 0. The same fact applied to the coefficient of 
tr(XY)“-l gives 

which in particular shows pM = 0. This yields a contradiction. Lemma 5 is 
now proved. 

Our ultimate goal is to show that there is no nontrivial linear combination 
of the monomials listed in Theorem 4 which lies in T2. As a first step, we 
prove 

LEMMA 6. Zf a polynomial in T, is a linear combination of the 
monomials listed in Theorem 4, then it is a linear combination of 

x”y ‘x*y ‘, yaxiy*x j, xiy=xj, y ‘xay’y’. 

Proof. Since T2 is a homogeneous ideal, we may assume that we are 
given a homogeneous polynomial f in T, of x-degree c and y-degree d and of 
the form 

f = 1 a,,,.,,i,b,j Y’(xY)mx”Yixbu’ 
e,m,a.i,b.i 

where the indices are as described in Theorem 4 and the coefficients a,@, y, 6 
are in the field k. Since f lies in T,, its image under the specializations 
x t-+ X and y E+ Y is zero. Therefore we have 

O=Ca e,m,a,(,b,j I"(Xu)mXaYiXbYi 

+ c Pe.m,a,i,b,i xe( Yx)m yax’ YbXj 

+ JJ yi,d,jX’ydxj + C 6i,,,j yixcyj’ (5) 

We want to show that ae,m,a.i,b,j and Pe,m+a,i,b,.j are zero if e t m > 0. 
Suppose not. Let A4 be the largest index m for which there exists a nonzero 
ae,m.a.i,b,j Or a nonzero Pe.m,a.i,b,j with e + m > 0. Replacing X’ and Y’ by 
t,(X)X - diQZ and tj( Y) Y - d,(Y)Z, respectively, and leaving (XY)“’ 
unchanged, we can rewrite (5) as 
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o= 2 aO,M,a,i,b,j lcz(m ii(Y) lb(a fj(Y)(XY)Mt2 
a,b,i.j 

+Ca l.M,a,i,b,j ‘a(x) ii(r) fb(a fj(Y)(YX)Mt2Y 
a.b.i,j 

- al,M,a,i,b,j fa(x> fi(U) lb(x) dj(?)(yX)M+2 

+x/3 O,M,o,i,b,j ca(y> fi(x) tb(Y) tj(q(yx)“” 
a,b,i,.i 

+ c2,Z.j ’ 
1 M,a,i,b,j ta(r) fi(m tb(Y) fj(x)(xr>“‘2x 

’ 

-P l,M.a,i,b,j fa(u) ri(m lb(Y) dj(X)(XY)M+2 

+ polynomial in (XY)‘, (XY)“X, (YX)‘, (YX)‘Y with s < M + 1 and 

coefficients in k[tr(X), tr(Y), det(X), det(Y)]. 

It follows from Lemma 5 that the coefficients of (YX)iY, (XY)‘X, (XY)’ and 
(YX)‘, i > 1, are zero. We shall examine some of these coefficients below. 

The coefficient of ( Ya”+ *Y is 

c aI .&f a i c--M-a,d-M-l-i fo(x> [i(y) rc-M-a(q td-M-l-i(Y) =‘* 9 I ,, 
O<a<(c-MY2 

O<i((d-M-1)/2 

Let x, , x2 (resp. y,, u2) be the two characteristic values of X (resp. Y). Since 
X and Y are generic matrices, x, # x2 and y, # y,. Using the identities 

and ,i(y)Ad, 
Yl -Y* 

one checks easily that 

t,(x) L,dXl (rew. [i(Y) td-M-l-i(Y))y 

where 0 < a < (c - M)/2 (resp. 0 < iQ (d-M- 1)/2), are linearly 
independent over k[tr( Y), det(Y)] (resp. k[tr(X), det(X)]). Thus we have 

al,M,a.i,b,j - -0 for all a, b, i, j as above. 

By examing the coefficient of (XY) Mt *X one can show in a similar way that 

P -0 l,M,o,i,b.j - for all a, 6, i, j. 

Therefore we must have A4 > 0 and some ao,M,o,i,b,j or PO,M,a,i,b.j nonzero. 
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Now the coefficient of (XY)“+2 gives rise to 

c aO,M,a,i,c-M-o,d-M-i ta(X) ti(Y) fc-M-a(m f&M-i(Y) = O, 
O<f4<(C-MM2 
O<i<k-MY2 

since ,O,,M,a,i,b,j = 0. The same argument as that used before shows 

and similarly, 

aO,M.a,i,b,j - -0 for all a, b, i, j, 

P -0 O,M,a,i.b,j - for all a, b, i, j. 

This yields a contradiction. Lemma 6 is proved. 

4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1: Conclusion 

THEOREM 7. If a polynomial in T2 is a linear combination of the 
monomials xayixbyi, yaxiybxi, xiyaxi and yixayj as listed in Theorem 4, then 
it is identically zero. 

Proof. It suffkes to prove the above assertion for a homogeneous 
polynomial f in T, of x-degree c and y-degree d and of the form 

f = c aa,i,b,j XaYiXb$ t 1 Pa,i,b,jyaXiybw? 

a,i,b,j a,i,bJ 

+ c yi, jx'ydd t 1 ai, j y’xryj, 
i,.i i,j 

where the indices are as described in Theorem 4 and a, j3, y, 6 are in k. As 
before, passing from x, y to generic matrices X, Y, respectively, and using the 
functions ci, di to express powers of X and Y, one transforms the above 
equation into 

O=Ca a,r,b,j to(x) fi(y> fb(X) tj(y>(xy)2 

- a0,i.b.j t,(X) ti(Y) fb(X) dj(r>XYX 

- an,i.b,j da(X) fi(I? tb(X) tj(Y)YXY 

+ a~,i,b,j(to(X) ti(Y) db(X> dj(Y) + da(X) di(Y) tb(X) tj(Y))XY 

t C Pa,i,b,j t,(Y) t/(X> fb(Y) tj(X>(YX)' 

-Pa,i,b,j ta(Y> fi(x) tb(Y) dj(X> YXY 

-Pa,i,b,j do(Y) liCx) lbcY> tj(x)xyx 
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+ Pa,i,b,j da(V tiW tb(Y) dj(x)xy 

+ C Yi,j ti(x) id(Y) tj(x)xyx + C 6i,j ti(Y> fc(X) fj(Y) yxy 

+ 2 - Yi,j ti(x) td(Y) dj(x)xy + 2 - 6i.j di(Y) fJx) tj(r) xy 

+ linear combination of YX, X, Y, Z over 

k[tr(X), tr(Y), det(X), der(Y)]. (6) 

Lemma 5 implies that the coefftcients of (XY)*, (Yx>*, XYX, YXY and XY 
are zero. We shall investigate them one by one. 

We start with the coefficient of (XY)‘. Since the indices are 0 < a < b, 
a + b = c, i,j > 0, i +j = d, it follows from the linear independence of 
tJX> tC-,(X) for 0 < a < c/2 over k[tr(Y), det(Y)] that 

x a. o,r,c-a,d-i [it’> cd-i(Y) = ’ for 0 C a < c/2. 
O<i<d 

(7) 

As for the coefficient of (YX)‘, the indices are more complicated and we 
group them into two parts: 

2 Pb,i,d-b,c-i fb(Y) ri(x) ld-b(Y) tc-i(x> 
O<b<d/Z 

O<i<c 

•t d,2~~d~b.i.d-b.c-i fb(Y) ti(x) fd-b(Y) [c-itx) =O* 

c/*<i<c 

The linear independence of tb(Y)fdPb( Y) for 0 < b < d/2 over k(tr(X), 
detQ] yields, for 0 < b < d/2, 

c Pb,i,d-b,c-i ti(x> lc-i(x> 
O<i<c 

t E(b) x bd-b,i,b,c-i ti(x) f,-i(x) = 0, (8) 
c/*<i<c 

where e(b) is zero if b = d/2 and it is 1 if 0 < b < d/2. 
Next we look at the coefficient of YXY. Because of (7), the contribution 

from 

o<zc,2 - ao,i,c-n,d-i da(X) tic’> tc-o(x) ld-i(Y) 

O<i<d 

481/14/i-17 
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is zero and hence we have 

1 -P*,i,d-b,c-ilb(Y) ti(x) fd-b(Y) de-i(x) 
O<b<dlZ 

O<i<c 

+ c -Pd-b,i,b,c-ifd-b(Y) tl(X)tb(Y)dc-i(X) 
O<b<4/2 
cfZ<i<c 

+ C 6i,j ri(V lcQ tj(I? = O* 
i,i 

The last sum can be deleted, for t,(X) is obviously linear independent of 
ti(X) de-i(x), 1 < i < c - 2, over k[tr(Y), det(Y)]. Moreover, using the fact 
that f,,(Y) fd-,,(Y), 0 < b Q d/2, are linearly independent over k[tr(X), - _ 
det(X)],- we deduce from the above equation that, for 0 < b < d/2, 

1 -Bb,i,d-b&-i li8 dc-i(x) 
O<i<c 

+ 0) c -Pd-b,i,b,c-iti(~ dc-i(x) = " 
cfZ<i<c 

Multiplying (8) by X and adding it to (9) multiplied by Z give rise to 

c Pb,i,d-b,c-i f,(~XC-i 
O<f<C 

Before going further, we prove 

(9) 

(10) 

LEMMA 8. (i) The matrices ti(X)XCpi, 0 < i < c, (resp. ti(Y> Yd-‘, 
0 < i < d) are linearly independent ouer k[tr(Y), det(Y)] (resp. k[tr(X), 
dell 1. 

(ii) The inuariunfs t,.(X) d,&l’) - 2t,-i(X) d,(X), 0 < i < c/2, are 
linearly independent over k. 

Proof: Let x1, x2 be the two eigenvalues of X. Then 

ti(x> - x; - xi and ddX)=x,x2ti-18 for i> 1. 
XI--X2 

For (i) we can further assume that X = (3 x9) is diagonal. It is then clear 
that 

ti(X)Xc-' = 1 

i c-i 
x:-x,x, 

0 
O<i<c, 

x1 -x2 

are linearly independent over k[tr(Y), det(Y)]. 
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To prove (ii), note that 

where 

Since, for 0 < i < c/2, the term xix;-‘- ’ occurs in A, and does not occur in 
A, with j < i, the A,, and hence t&Q &(X) - 2t,-,(X) d,(X), 0 ( i ( c/2, 
are linearly independent over k. 

Now back to the proof of Theorem 7. Applying Lemma 8(i) to Eq. (lo), 
we obtain, for 0 ( b ( d/2, 

P*,i,d-b,c-i = O if 0 < i < c/2, 

Pb,i,d-b,c-i + E(b) Pd-b,i,b,c-i = 0 if c/2 < i < c. 
(11) 

The fact that fd( Y) is linearly independent of ti( Y) ddpi( Y) for 0 < i < d - 2 
over k[trQ, det(X)], together with formula (ll), enables us to derive the 
following equation from the coefficient of XYX: 

Since to(x) f,-,(X), 0 < a < c/2, are linearly independent over k[tr(Y), 
det(Y)], the above equation implies that, for 0 < a < c/2, 

,$<, - ‘a,i,c-a,d-i ti(Y) dd-i(Y) 

+ o<Lq2 
- bb,c-a.d-b,o(db(Y> cd-b(Y) - tb(Y) dd-b(q) = 0. (12) 

Multiplying (7) by Y and adding it to (12) multiplied by Z yield 

c ao,i,c-o,d-i ti(V yd-i 
O<i<d 

+ c -fib,c-a,d-b,o(db(Y) id-b(Y) - fb(Y) dd-b(Y)) I= 0, 
O<b<dlZ 

which in turn yields 

aa,b.c-a.d-b - -P b.c-n,d-b,a = -an,d-b.c-a.b for O< b<d/2 (13) 
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because of 

(d,(Y) td-b(Y) - lb(Y) dd-b(Y))z = tb(Y) yd-b - fd-b(Y) ‘* 

and Lemma 8(i). 
The coefficient of XY in (6) is 

C a,,j,b,j(fa(X) t,(Y> db(X) dj(u) + da(X) d,(Y) fb(X) ‘j(Y)> 

+ xPa,i,b,j da(Y) litx> lb(Y) ‘jtx> 

+ 1 - Yi, j li(x> td( y) dj(x> + Jf - 6i, j di(Y) ‘ctx) lj(r) = OS 

We can delete the y term because fd(Y) is linearly independent of 
ti(Y) d,-,(Y) for 0 < i < d - 2 over k[trQ, detQ] and similarly delete the 
6 term. Substituting (13) and (11) into the first and the second sum of the 
above formula, respectively, we find the first sum equal to 

o<~c,2 Pb,c-a,d-b,a(ta(X) de-a(x) 

O<b<d/2 

- t,-,(x) da(X))(t,(Y) dd-b(Y) - td-b(Y) d,(Y)), 

and the second equal to 

o<;,2 &c-a,d-b,a f,-,(X) da(a@d-b(l? d*(q - t*(Y)dd-*(Y))’ 
o<a<clz 

Therefore, 

c ljb,c-a,d-b,a(fa(X) dc-a(x) 
o<a<c/2 
O<b<d/2 

- 2t,-,(X) d,(X))@,(Y) &b(Y) - ld-b(Y) d,(Y)) = O* 

Now applying Lemma 8(i) to 

(lb(Y) &b(Y) - t,-,(u) d,(Y))z = td-b(Y) yb - b(Y) yd-bY 0 < b < d/2, 

and Lemma 8(ii) to 

03 d,-,(x) - AL, 4#3, 0 < a < c/2, 

we get, from the above equation, 

Pb.c-a,d-b,a = ’ for 0 < a < c/2 and 0 < b < d/2. 
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This together with (11) and (13) implies that all the a’s and p’s are zero. In 
other words, f is a linear combination of monomials xiyaxi and y’x”y’. 

Theorem 7 will follow from 

LEMMA 9. There is no nontrivial polynomial identity in T, which is a 
linear combination of monomials with total length (=x-length + y- 
length) < 3. 

ProoJ Suppose that f is an element of T, which is a linear combination 
of x’y”x’ and y’x”y’, i, j, a > 0. As before, we may assume that f is 
homogeneous of x-degree c and y-degree d. Clearly, f is identically zero if 
c = 0 or d = 0. Thus we assume c, d > 0. Then f has the form 

f = x yi,jx’ydxj + c 6i,jy’xCy’, 
id id 

This yields the following identity on generic 2 x 2 matrices X and Y: 

0 = c yi,c~ix’Pxc-i + 2 6i,,-iYixT-i. 
O<i<c O<i<d 

As in the previous proof, we replace Xi by ti(X)X- d,(X)1 and Yj by 
tj( Y) Y - dj( Y)I in the above equation to obtain 

0 = C )‘i,c-i Ii(X) td(Y) t,-i(X)XYX 
O<i<c 

- Yi,r-i t&Q td(Y) dc-Ax)XY- Yt,c-i d,(X) td(Y) tc-i(x) YX 

- Bi,d-i ti(Y> tc(x) dd-i(Y) YX- Bi,d-i d,(Y) t,(X) td-i(Y)XY 

+ Yc.0 bcx) fd(Y)XY + 6d,0 td(Y) btX> yx 

+ combination of I, X, Y with coefficients in k[tr(X), tr(Y), det(X), 
WJ’X 

The coefficient of XYX is 

2 Yi,c-i ti(x> tc-i(x> = O, 
O<i<c 

and the coefficient of XY is 

(14) 
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As we have seen before, td(Y) is linearly independent of d,(Y) f&Y), 
2<i < d, over k[tr(X), der(X)] and &(X) is linearly independent of 
tiQ dcPi(X), 2 < i < c, over k. Thus the above equation implies 

Y C.0 =o 

and 

C - Yi,e-i tiQ dc-iO = O* 
O<l<c 

Multiplying (14) by X and adding it to (15) multiplied by I yield 

(15) 

C yi,c-i ti(X)Xc-’ = 0, 
O<i<C 

which in turn implies 

Yi,c-i = O for 0 < i < c, 

since t,(X)XC-‘, 0 < i < c, are linearly independent over k. The same 
argument shows 

6 .=o 
i,d-r for 0 < i<d. 

This proves Lemma 9. 
It is now clear that Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 4, Lemma 6 and 

Theorem 7. 

The following corollary is also an immediate consequence of Lemma 6 
and Theorem 7: 

COROLLARY 10. The monomials listed in Theorem 4 form a k-basis of 
k(x, y) modulo T*(x) + T2( y), and hence of R z = k(x, Y)/T,. 

COROLLARY 11. The ideal T, is not finitely generated. 

Proof. If it were, then there would exist an integer M such that T, is 
generated by the generators listed in Theorem 1 with i, j, a, b GM. Consider 
the polynomial 

[P’l, yM+l][XM+*, ?+*I - [X”+*, y”+‘][XM+‘, y”+*], 

in which ~?+‘y’~+~x”‘+’ occurs. One checks easily that this monomial 
cannot occur in any polynomial belonging to the ideal generated by the 
above said generators. This is a contradiction. Therefore T, is not finitely 
generated. 
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5. THE POINCAR~ SERIES P(R,) 

The Poincare series of a homogeneous submodule or a quotient module A4 
of k(x, y) over k is an infinite series 

P(M) = C a,sPtq, 
P.9>0 

where up9 is the number of linearly independent elements in A4 over k with x- 
degree p and y-degree q. With an explicit basis of R, given in Theorem 4, we 
can compute P(R,) as follows. 

The Poincare series attached to the space spanned by the monomials 
(~y)~x~y~x*y~, ( yx)“y”x’ybxi with m > 1, 0 < a < b and 0 < i < j is 

P,=2 c p q sptq(st+S2t2+s3t3+...) 
P*9>2 [ TT- I[ I 

=2 &(l + s)(l + t) c pszp c qt24 
P>l q>1 

= & (1 + s)(l + 4 (1 yq2 (1 ‘t2)* 

2s3t3 
= (1 -st)(l - s)2(1 - t)‘(l + s)(l + t) . 

The Poincare series attached to the space generated by the monomials 
y(xy)“x’yi’y’x4v’, x(yx)“y”x’y*xj with m > 0, 0 < a < b and 0 < i < j is 

(s + t)s2t2 
p2= (1 -st)(l -s)2(1 -t)“(l +s)(1 +t) * 

The space generated by xayixbyj and yaxiybxi with 0 < a < b and i, j > 0 has 
the associated Poincare series equal to 

p3= c 
P>2 [ 1 f sp c (q- 1)t” + c (p- 1)s” 1 4 tq 

92-2 P>2 9>2 [ I 

= (1 + s)t c ps@ c qtq + (1 + t)s c ps” qT, qt*q 
P>1 q>1 P>l 

s2t2(2 + s + t) 
= (1 - s)Z(l - t)Z(l + s)(l + t) * 
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The Poincare series attached to the space generated by y“xiybxi with 
a>b>Oandi>j>Ois 

= (s + 2) c pszp * (t + t*> qTI qtq 
P>l 

3 3 

= (1 -s)2(1 -$l + s)(l + t) * 

Finally, the space generated by xiyoxj, y’x”y’, xi and yj with i, a > 0, j > 0 
has the associated Poincare series equal to 

p, = c sp + c psp 1 tq + 2 tq + c qtq c sp + 1 
P>’ Pal q>l q>l 4>1 P>l 

st( 1 - st) 1 
= (1 -s)2(1 -t)’ + (1 -s)(l -t)’ 

Summing up these computations, we have proven 

THEOREM 10. The Poincart! series P(R,) is equal to 

P,+P,+P3+Pq+P5= 
1 st 

(l-s)(l-1)+ (l-s)2(1-t)Z(l-st) * 

In particular, it is a rational function in s and t. 

A series C,,, apqsPtq is said to be dominated by another series 
C,,, bpqsPtq if apq < b,, for all p, q. Since T,(X) + T,(Y) c T,, the Poincare 
series of P(R,) is dominated by the Poincare series of k(x, y) modulo 
T,(X) + T,(Y), which in turn is dominated by the series P, + P, + 
P, + P, + P,. If we were to use the fact that P, + P, + P, + P, + P, = P(R,) 
proved in [ 11, then T, = T2(q + T,(Y) would follow immediately. 
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